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Abstract: The temperature dependence of hydrophobic interactions of methane-like particles in water is analyzed in
terms of free energy, entropy, internal energy, and the second osmotic virial coefficient. A large computational
effort (approximately 15 ns cumulative trajectory length at each temperature) has been undertaken in order to guarantee
reliable free energy and entropy data. At 300 K association is controlled by entropy, but as the temperature rises the
internal energy takes over and dominates at 500 K. Both internal energy and entropy change sign within this
temperature range. Our results correspond qualitatively with the experimentally observed temperature effect for
transfer of gaseous hydrophobic substances into water:∆A shows a weak temperature dependence, while∆E and
∆Svary strongly with temperature. The second osmotic virial coefficients were calculated at different temperatures.
Agreement with osmotic virial coefficients measured by solubility experiments at 300 K was found. Our results
indicate that pairwise hydrophobic association studied by molecular dynamics simulation shows the key effects reported
for bulk hydrophobic interactions. At present, there is no evidence for a qualitative difference between pair and
bulk hydrophobic interactions. It is demonstrated that the comparison of the second osmotic virial coefficient of the
solute particles in water,B2,aq, with that in the pure gas phase,B2,g, is not apppropriate for an assessment of the
influence of water on pairwise hydrophobic interactions.

1. Introduction

The characteristic behavior of two or more nonpolar particles
or residues in water is generally described as a “hydrophobic
interaction”.1-3 This hydrophobic interaction is the key effect
responsible for the immiscibility of water and nonpolar liquids
as well as for such biologically important processes as the self-
assembly of biological membranes.4 It is widely considered as
the driving force in protein folding, although this view has been
criticized.5,6 Hydrophobic interactions involve an indirect
solvent-mediated component,7-16 which is considered to result
from the peculiar water structure at nonpolar surfaces.
Commonly, a distinction is made between pairwise and bulk

hydrophobic interactions in water. Bulk hydrophobic interac-

tions in water involve “large clusters of nonpolar groups as may,
for instance, be found in the interior of a protein molecule”.17

Pairwise hydrophobic interactions instead refer to two nonpolar
particles and have been described as qualitatively different from
bulk hydrophobic interactions.18

Bulk hydrophobic interactions in water have been experi-
mentally characterized by transfer experiments of nonpolar
substances to water.6 Transfer from a neat hydrophobic phase
to an aqueous phase at room temperature is accompanied by a
favorable enthalpic contribution, which is smaller in magnitude
than the unfavorable entropy. The transfer heat capacity change
is large and positive and responsible for the inversion of the
roles of entropy and enthalpy, i.e., both of them change sign,
as the temperature is increased.
Pairwise hydrophobic interactions in aqueous solution are

much less amenable to experimental methods. A quantity often
used to describe their strength is the second osmotic virial
coefficient (B2 ).19-21 It is an integral measure of the association
tendency of two solute molecules in water compared with the
association tendency in a random solution. The more negative
B2, the stronger the association tendency. Both experimentalists
and theoreticians have come upon the puzzling finding that small
hydrophobic particles in aqueous solution show a second
osmotic virial coefficient close to zero.9,22 This has led to the
notion of “hydrophobic repulsion”.9,22 Comparison of the
second osmotic virial coefficient of the solute particles in water,
B2,aq, with that in the pure gas phase,B2,g, has led to the
conclusion that water weakens pairwise hydrophobic interac-
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tions.18 It is one of the aims of this paper to resolve this apparent
contradiction.
Pioneering theoretical work on the pairwise hydrophobic

effect has been performed by Pratt and Chandler.7 Their theory
is based on an integral equation for the pair correlation functions
associated with spherical nonpolar species dissolved in water.
It provides a framework for the study of hydrophobic associa-
tion, that does not depend on a particular set of solute-solute
and solute-water interaction parameters.
The concept of pairwise hydrophobic interaction adopted in

the present computer simulations derives from microscopic
liquid theory. It is defined as the solute-solute free energy of
interaction obtained by integration over the solute-solvent and
solvent-solvent degrees of freedom at a given intersolute
distance.23,24

In a previous publication, the free energy of association of
two methane-like particles and its increase with rising temper-
ature was reported.15 In the present study the potential of mean
force is decomposed into its entropy and internal energy
contribution. Until now a decomposition into entropy and
internal energy has only been performed in a few molecular
dynamics studies.12,25,26 We further show that simulation
reproduces the inversion of the roles of entropy and internal
energy for hydrophobic association with increasing temperature.
We relate our results to both experimental transfer data as well
as to second osmotic virial coefficients of aqueous solutions of
hydrophobic compounds. At least qualitative agreement is
found in both cases. At the same time, we emphasize that free
energy and second osmotic virial coefficients are neither
equivalent nor easily comparable measures of hydrophobicity.

2. Theory

Free Energy. The potential of mean force for the association
of two methane-like particles in water was calculated as
described previously15 by the perturbation method and the
thermodynamic integration method.27,23 The total energy of
association is defined as

wherer is the solute-solute separation,∆Aind(r) is the solvent-
mediated free energy of association, andELJ

SS(r) is the direct
Lennard-Jones interaction potential of the two solutes that is
not subject to configurational averaging.15 ∆Aind(r) is calibrated
in such a way that∆Aind(rmax) equals zero.rmax is the maximum
solute-solute distance that has been considered.
Entropy. Different methods for calculating entropy and

internal energy from MD have been reported.11,12,28-32

In this study two different methods for the calculation of the
solvent-mediated entropy of association∆Sind have been ap-
plied: (1) The entropy was calculated from the free energy at
two temperatures via the finite difference temperature deriv-
ative:12

(2) The thermodynamic integration method11,12 has been
applied. ∆Sind(r) is then given by

Second Osmotic Virial Coefficient. We calculated partial
integrals of the second osmotic virial coefficient

and B2 ) limrf∞B2(r) approximated byB2(rmax). g(r) )
exp(-∆Atot(r)/RT) is the radial pair correlation function.

3. Methods

MD-Simulations. The simulations have been carried out
with a program package written by the authors using the
GROMOS topology and forcefield. Long-range electrostatics
are treated by Ewald summation.33-35

The simulated system consists of two nonpolar methane-like
solute atoms and 516 SPC water molecules in a cubic box 2.5
× 2.5 × 2.5 nm in size. According to the minimum image
convention solute-solute separations up to 1.25 nm could be
studied. When the temperature was increased, a system density
of 0.991 g/mL was mantained.15 Temperature was kept at its
respective reference value by coupling the system to a heat
bath.36 Further simulation details are given in ref 15.
Variation of Lennard-Jones parameters.The GROMOS

forcefield describes the Lennard-Jones interactions as pairwise
additive and spherically symmetric:

We have applied two different sets of Lennard-Jones param-
eters for the interaction between the nonpolar solute and the
water oxygen in conjunction with various solute-solute pa-
rameters (cf. Table 1). A CH1-like and a CH3-like solute in
terms of the GROMOS87 forcefield37 have been considered in
order to investigate the parameter dependence ofB2. Further
discussion of the choice of the parameters is given in ref 15.
As the intersolute distance is restrained, no direct intersolute
interactions are acting during the simulations. The advantage
of this procedure is that one is free to choose the Lennard-
Jones solute-solute interaction parameters after the simulations
have been accomplished. It has been pointed out, however, that
consistency of the parameters is essential.15

Free Energy, Entropy and Internal Energy. Methodologi-
cal details for the calculation of the free energy are given
elsewhere.15 Free energy data served as an input for the
calculation of the entropy,∆Sind(r), by the finite difference
method. The applicability of the finite difference temperature
derivative (eq 2) relies on the assumption that∆CV is temper-
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-∆Sind(r,T) ≈ 1
2∆T

(∆Aind(r, T+ ∆T) - ∆Aind(r, T- ∆T))

(2)

-T∆Sind(r) ) 1/kT∫rmaxr
dR[〈E(R)∂E(R)∂R 〉 - 〈E(R)〉〈∂E(R)∂R 〉]

(3)

B2(r) ) -2π∫0rr′2[g(r′) - 1]dr′ (4)

Uab(r) ) 4εab[(σab

r )12 - (σab

r )6] (5)

∆Atot(r) ) ∆Aind(r) + ELJ
SS(r) (1)
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ature independent within the temperature interval considered.
For a temperature interval of 100 K the heat capacity difference
for transfer of methane to water is approximately constant.6 In
the present study values of∆T ) 50 K (300, 350, 400 K) and
∆T )25 K (325, 375 K) as defined in eq 2 were used. As the
temperature dependence of∆Aind(r) decreases with rising
temperature, it is not possible to get statistically significant finite
difference temperature derivatives for 450 K. At 500 K
∆Sind(r) was determined by the thermodynamic integration
method. In addition the entropy at 300 K was also calculated
by thermodynamic integration for comparison purposes. Tra-
jectories of at least 500 ps for each intersolute separation are
required in order to obtain reliable results. For 300 K 37
windows of 0.25 Å size were chosen, for 350 K 33, and for all
other temperatures 29 windows. Consequently the total simula-
tion effort for calculating the entropy is between 14.5 to 18.5
ns for each temperature value.
The internal energy was determined as∆Eind )

∆Aind(r)+T∆Sind(r) for all temperatures. The total internal
energy was decomposed into the contributions from solute-
water (SW) and water-water (WW ) interactions. The uncer-

tainty in the water-water configurational energy of the total
system is too large for a reliable determination of∆EWW(r) )
〈EWW(r)〉 - 〈EWW(rmax)〉. The solute-water energyESW(r) is,
however, a small quantity and shows fluctuations small enough
for a reliable calculation of∆ESW(r):

This allows for an indirect determination of the water-water
energy∆EWW(r) was obtained from

Statistical Error Analysis. The error in∆Atot(r) has been
determined using the correlation analysis described by Straatsma
et al.40 The quality of the free energy data may also be estimated
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1984, 106, 6638.
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Figure 1. Free energy, entropy and internal energy of cavity association as a function of temperature at constant density. (a) The hydrophobic
association monitored by∆Aind(r) increases with rising temperature, predominantly in the range of 250-350 K. (b)-T∆Sind(r). For 300, 350, and
400 K hydrophobic association is entropy-driven. At 500 K the entropical contribution to∆Aind(r) becomes unfavorable for association. (c) Internal
energy∆Eind(r). It is unfavorable for association at 300 and 350 K, indifferent at 400 K, and becomes responsible for association at 500 K. (d)
∆Etot(r) including the contribution of the direct methane-methane interaction at different temperatures.∆Etot(r) is positive for all separations at 300
K, while at 400 and 500 K a minimum occurs at the contact distance. The parameters for direct solute-solute interaction areσSS) 3.57 Å andεSS
) 0.4 kcal mol-1. Error bars ((2σ ) representing the statistical error at contact distance are included in each Figure. The error is smaller for larger
solute-solute separations (cf. Figure 2b).

∆ESW(r) ) 〈ESW(r)〉 - 〈ESW(rmax)〉 (6)

∆EWW(r) ) ∆Aind(r) + T∆Sind(r) - ∆ESW(r) (7)
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from the comparison of the results obtained by perturbation and
thermodynamic integration (cf. Figure 2 in ref 15). The
systematic errors inherent to the present implementations of
these two methods are not larger than the statistical error.
The statistical error in the entropy, the internal energy, and

the second osmotic virial coefficient was determined using
standard error propagation analysis. In contrast to the free
energy, systematic errors in the entropy exceed statistical errors
(cf. Figure 2a).
The errors shown in the present paper represent(2σ

throughout.

4. Results

4.1. Free Energy, Entropy, and Internal Energy. The
potential of mean force for two methane-like particles in water
shows a stronger association of the particles with increasing
temperature (cf. ref 15 and Figure 1a).∆Aind(r) displays the
following features: A markedly temperature-dependent contact
branch; an unfavorable solvent-bridged configuration, which is
also referred to as desolvation barrier and displays a weaker
and different temperature dependence; and two minima (around
0.7 and 1.0 nm) with even weaker temperature dependence, the

second being very weak. All these features can be reproduced
by an information theory model of the hydrophobic interaction
put forward recently.16

-T∆Sind(r) for association of the solutes exhibits a stronger
temperature dependence than the potential of mean force (cf.
Figure 1b). -T∆Sind at 300 K is obtained as-5.25( 1.10
kJ/mol (thermodynamic integration) and-6.90( 0.90 kJ/mol
(finite difference method), respectively, at solute contact (3.75
Å), indicating that association at this temperature is entropy-
driven. This has also been reported by Smith and Haymet.12

With increasing temperature the entropic contribution to
∆Aind(r) decreases. At 500 K-T∆Sind is +3.67( 2.40 kJ/
mol at solute contact (3.75 Å) (cf. Table 2). At this temperature
the entropy no longer favors association. The entropy would
rather give rise to dissociation of the solute pair.
A comparison of∆Sind(r) obtained by the finite difference

and the thermodynamic integration method is shown in Figure
2a.
It is the internal energy∆Eind(r) that dominates∆Aind(r) at

500 K. It becomes responsible for the association of the solutes
at 500 K (cf. Figure 1c). Thus the roles of entropy and internal
energy change completely in the interval from 300 to 500 K.
∆Etot(r), the internal energy including direct solute interactions,
is positive for all solute separations at 300 K and 350 K. At
400 K and 500 K a minimum at solute contact is observed (cf.
Figure 1d).
The decomposition of∆Eind(r) into solute-water,∆ESW(r),

and water-water contributions∆EWW(r), is displayed in Figure
3. The total internal energy of association and its temperature
behavior is dominated by the water-water interactions.
An overview of the thermodynamic association data is given

in Table 2.
In order to depict the inversion of the roles of entropy and

internal energy with increasing temperature more clearly,
∆Aind(rcp), -T∆Sind(rcp), and∆Eind(rcp) with rcp )3.75 Å are
plotted vs temperature (cf. Figure 4).
4.2. Second Osmotic Virial Coefficients.As hydrophobic

compounds hardly dissolve in water, direct experimental de-
termination of the thermodynamics of association is rather
difficult. To our knowledge only a few experiments have been
carried out in this field.20,21 Second osmotic virial coefficients
are more frequently determined. For comparison, second
osmotic virial coefficients have been calculated for two sets of
solute-water interaction parameters, under variation of the
solute-solute interaction parameters and for different temper-
atures.
4.2.1. CH1-like Solute. For parameter set 1 (σSO ) 3.336

Å, εSO ) 0.241 kcal mol-1), a negativeB2,aq is observed, and
agreement with experimental results available for temperatures
close to 300 K9,22 is found (cf. Table 3).B2,aq is negative at
300, 350, and 400 K. At 450 and 500 K positive values are
observed (Table 3a). The second osmotic virial coefficients
for the pure solute gas phase,B2,ghave been calculated according
to

with

The parametersεSS andσSS are the same as those used for the
determination of the second osmotic virial coefficient in solution.
[B2,aq- B2,g] is considered as a measure of the influence water


a

b

Figure 2. (a) -T∆Sind(r) at 300 K, calculated by different methods.
(solid line, thermodynamic integration; dashed line, finite difference
method). The error bars display the statistical errors ((2σ ) for each
curve. The systematic errors inherent to the two different methods give
rise to differences between the two curves that exceed the statistical
errors on both of them. (b) The statistical error in∆Aind(r),
-T∆Sind(r), and∆Eind(r) at 300 K.

B2,g) -2π∫0∞{exp(-ELJ
SS(r)/RT) - 1}‚r2dr (8)

ELJ
SS(r) ) 4εSS[(σSS

r )12 - (σSS

r )6] (9)
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exerts on pairwise hydrophobic interactions.18,41 The difference
[B2,aq- B2,g] is small: The largest value found is at 300 K (89
( 38 Å3); at 350 K [B2,aq- B2,g] is slightly negative (-18 (
34 Å3) and again becomes positive above 350 K. Following
the argumentation of Wood and Thompson18 this would mean
that only at 350 K does water promote association.
If a smaller solute-solute dispersionεSSis used together with

par.set1 we find a more positiveB2,aq: B2,aq is +69 ( 38 Å3

for εSS ) 0.1 kcal mol-1 (T ) 300 K) (cf. Table 3a).
4.2.2. CH3-like Solute. Use of consistent solute-solute

parameters (εSS ) 0.718 kcal mol-1, σSS ) 3.235 Å) together
with par.set2 (cf. Table 1) yields aB2,aqof -10( 40 Å3 (T )
300 K). ComparingB2,aq and B2,g we get the following
picture: Solute particles interacting more strongly with both
the other solute and water yield aB2,aq (-10 ( 40 Å3) that
differs insignificantly from that obtained with par.set1 (B2,aq)
-26( 38 Å3, T ) 300 K). B2,g, however, is strongly affected
and shifted toward more negative values. For par.set2B2,g is
found to be-248 Å3 versus-115 Å3 for par.set1 (cf. Table
3a). Therefore one could speculate that yet stronger solute-

water and solute-solute interactions, as this is the case for
higher hydrocarbons, may yield even larger differences of [B2,aq
- B2,g]. This is corroborated by experimental data that indicate
thatB2,g drops off to much more negative values thanB2,aq for
hydrocarbons of increasing size.41,18

4.3. Measures of Hydrophobicity. The puzzling finding
that the marked hydrophobic behavior of methane-like solutes
concluded from the free energy data is not reflected in a similarly
clear manner by the second osmotic virial coefficients requires
a closer inspection of the underlying phenomena. In Figure 5
a comparison of the free energy of association in water and in
the gaseous state is shown for 300 K.
At contact distance∆Atot (3.75 Å) is more negative than

ELJ
SS (4.0 Å). In terms of free energy, hydrophobic association

is strongerin water.
The calculation of second osmotic virial coefficients puts a

strong weighting (proportional tor2) on the values of∆Atot(r)
at large solute-solute separations. The influence of the
individual configurations on the second osmotic virial coefficient
can be read from a plot of the partial integralsB2(r) shown in
Figure 6. It illustrates the integration process yieldingB2.
Partial integrals have been used in a parallel case in order to
monitor the contributions of the solute-solvent radial distribu-
tion to the partial molar volume of the solute (cf. Figure 3 in
ref 42).(41) Archer, D. G.J. Phys. Chem.1989, 93, 5272.

Figure 3. Decomposition of the internal energy,∆Eind(r), into (a) the
solute-water ∆ESW(r) and (b) the water-water contribution
∆EWW(r). The density is 0.991 g/mL for all temperatures. The solute-
water energy is small and not very sensitive to temperature. Thus the
temperature dependence of the total internal energy,∆Eind(r), can be
attributed to water effects. Error bars ((2σ) representing the maximal
statistical error are included.

Figure 4. ∆Aind(rcp), -T∆Sind(rcp), and ∆Eind(rcp) as a function of
temperature at constant density. The internal energy is found to change
sign at around 400 K, while the entropy inverts in the interval between
400 and 450 K.rcp is the distance at which contact occurs, i.e., 3.75 Å.
Error bars are drawn as(2σ.

Table 1. Comparison of Solute-Water and Solute-Solute
Lennard-Jones Parameters for Methane and CH1- and CH3-Groups
in Proteinsa

solute-water solute-solute

σSO,
Å

εSO,
kcal mol-1

σSS,
Å

εSS,
kcal mol-1

solute
specification

3.336 0.241 3.57 0.1, 0.2, 0.3,0.4 CH1-like solute
(par.set1)

3.2 0.334 3.235 0.1, 0.2, 0.3,0.718 CH3-like solute
(par.set2)

3.4475 0.2134 3.73 0.2931 CH438

3.293 0.268 4.232 0.130 CH1 (GROMOS87)
3.115 0.315 3.79 0.180 CH3 (GROMOS87)
3.2 0.334 3.73 0.2931 CH47

a The solute-water parameter sets labeled par.set1 (all temperatures)
and par.set2 (B2 at 300 K) are those actually used in the calculations.
Consistent values (in terms of the Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rule39) of
the solute-solute parameters applied are in boldface.
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The contact and solvent-separated configuration give rise to
negative increments ofB2,aq(r) and are responsible for the
minima ofB2,aq(r) (cf. Figure 6). The height of the desolvation
barrier strongly influencesB2,aqand shifts it toward more positive
values.
In terms ofB2 then we find an association “weakened by

the influence of water”.18 This is in apparent contradiction to
the free energy data. The free energy of association is the
difference in free energy between contact pair and a pair of
solutes at infinite distance, no matter what happens at other
solute-solute separations. The second osmotic virial coefficient
in waterB2,aq, however, is an integral quantity and is strongly
influenced by the free energy values of the solvent-bridged
configurations. Owing to the absence of solvent-bridged
configurations in the gaseous state the direct comparison ofB2,aq
andB2,g is biased.

5. Discussion

Association vs Dissolution Thermodynamics.The tem-
perature effect observed for∆Aind(r), -T∆Sind(r), and∆Eind(r)
is qualitatively the same as that reported for the experimentally
determined thermodynamic quantities of transfer. Transfer
experiments record the thermodynamics of the transition from
pure gas (g) or liquid (l) solute phase to solute dissolved in
water (w).6 The corresponding thermodynamic quantities are
∆g
wG, -T‚∆g

wS, and ∆g
wH. Transfer of solute to water is

commonly decomposed into the following processes:44

- the formation of a cavity in the water phase,
- the insertion of the apolar solute and the onset of the

solute-water interaction,
- the restructuring of the water shell around the solute.
All three contributions are involved in the association of

solutes in water although to a smaller extent and with opposite
sign: (i) Instead of the creation of a new cavity, the solvent-
accessible surface of the cavity in water is reduced upon
association of the solute particles. For the contact pair, there
is a nonvanishing fraction of the solute surface that is not
accessible to the solvent. (ii) The onset of the solute-water
interaction has its counterpart in the reduction of the number
of solute-water interactions when association takes place. (iii)
Restructuring of the newly created shell as a part of transfer
experiments corresponds to restructuring around the contact pair.
One has to bear in mind that this decomposition is undoubtly
artificial. It is an attempt to decompose a single process into
sequential steps for which no thermodynamic data can be
obtained.
Owing to this analogy a similar temperature behavior as

observed in transfer studies is plausible to occur for association.
Comparison with experimental solubility data for methane in
water at different temperatures45,46 reveals the following simi-
larities: (i) The Gibbs free energy of transfer shows a weak
temperature dependence in comparison to the temperature
dependence of its enthalpic and entropic components. We report

(42) Pratt, L. R.; Pohorille, A. Hydrophobic effects from cavity statistics.
In Association of European Biophysical Societies Conference Proceedings
on Water-Biomolecule Interactions; Palma, M. U., Palma-Vittorelli, M. B.,
Eds.; Bologna, Italy, 1992; Vol. 43, pp 261-268.

(43) Pratt, L. R.; Chandler, D.J. Chem. Phys.1980, 73, 3434.
(44) Blokzijl, W.; Engberts, J. B. F. N.Angew. Chem., Int. Ed. Engl.

1993, 32, 1545.
(45) Crovetto, R.; Fernandez-Prini, R.; Japas, M. L.J. Chem. Phys.1982,

76, 1077.
(46) Rettich, T. H.; Handa, Y. P.; Battino, R.; Wilhelm, E.J. Phys. Chem.

1981, 85, 3231.

Table 2. Methane Association Thermodynamics in the Interval between 300 and 500 K at Constant Densitya

T, K
∆Aind(rcp),
kJ/mol

-T∆Sind(rcp),
kJ/mol

∆Sind(rcp),
J/(mol‚K)

∆Eind(rcp),
kJ/mol

∆ESW(rcp),
kJ/mol

∆EWW(rcp),
kJ/mol

∆Etot(rcp),
kJ/mol

300 -0.86( 0.22 -6.90( 0.90 (f.d.) 23.0( 3.0 (f.d.) 6.05( 0.92 (f.d.) 2.04( 0.96 4.00( 1.34 (f.d.) 4.78( 0.92 (f.d.)
-5.25( 1.10 (t.i.) 17.5( 3.6 (t.i.) 4.39( 1.12 (t.i.) 2.34( 1.48 (t.i.) 3.11( 1.12 (t.i.)

325 -9.91( 2.12 (f.d.) 30.5( 6.6 (f.d.)
350 -2.33( 0.24 -8.59( 1.42 (f.d.) 24.5( 4.0 (f.d.) 6.26( 1.44 (f.d.) 1.40( 0.88 4.86( 1.68 (f.d.) 4.98( 1.44 (f.d.)
375 -2.20( 3.12 (f.d.) 5.9( 8.4 (f.d.)
400 -2.62( 0.34 -2.20( 1.60 (f.d.) 5.5( 4.0 (f.d.) -0.42( 1.64 (f.d.) 1.32( 1.04 -1.74( 1.94 (f.d.) -1.70( 1.64 (f.d.)
500 -3.30( 0.32 3.67( 2.40 (t.i.) -7.3( 4.8 (t.i.) -6.97( 2.42 (t.i.) 0.66( 1.10 -7.63( 2.66 (t.i.) -8.24( 2.42 (t.i.)

aResults have been obtained by the finite difference temperature derivative (f.d.) and the thermodynamic integration (t.i.) method.rcp is the
distance at which contact association occurs, i.e., 3.75 Å. Errors are given as(2σ.

Figure 5. Comparison of the free energy of association of methane-
like particles (par.set2) in water,∆Atot(r) (continuous line) and in the
pure gaseous state,ELJ

SS(r) (dashed line).εSO ) 0.241 kcal mol-1, σSO

) 3.336 Å,εSS ) 0.4 kcal mol-1, σSS ) 3.57 Å,T ) 300 K.

Figure 6. B2,aq(r) and B2,g(r). The absence of the solvent-bridged
configuration in the gaseous state gives rise to the low values ofB2,g.
B2,aq(r), continuous line;B2,g(r), dashed line;T ) 300 K.
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a similar finding for the free energy of association in our system
(cf. Figure 4). (ii) Both entropy and enthalpy of transfer display
a strong temperature dependence, which is also found for the
temperature behavior of our simulated association data. Obvi-
ously, the corresponding temperature derivatives have opposite
signs. In the case of the internal energy respectively enthalpy
the analogy goes even further. The transfer enthalpy∆g

WH
changes from negative to positive values within 350 and 400
K, which corresponds well with the inversion of sign found for
∆Eind (3.75 Å) in the same temperature interval.45

A unifying scheme for the description of the thermodynamics
of solvent reorganization associated with a physical or chemical
process has been put forward by Grunwald et al.47 Following
their thermodynamic theory both transfer and association can
be decomposed into a nominal (nom) and an environmental (enV)
reaction, the latter involving the solvent only. The environ-
mental reaction, accounting for the solvent reorganization, is
shown to be accompanied by a vanishing change in free energy,
but nonvanishing changes of internal energy and entropy. This
is termed enthalpy-entropy compensation. In fact, in our study
we find that at all temperatures apart from 400 K the entropic
and enthalpic contributions to the free energy of association
are much larger than the free energy itself, which gives evidence
of compensation. Furthermore, as∆EWW(rcp) . ∆ESW(rcp) and
∆Eenv . ∆Enom (in water, cf. ref 47) we may consider∆EWW-
(rcp) as an estimate of∆Eenv, neglecting a contribution of∆ESW-
(rcp) to ∆Eenv. Using a statistical mechanics approach the
temperature behavior of small molecule hydration has recently
been explained in a compelling way.48 An information theory
model that employs properties of neat water alone49 accounts
for both hydrophobic hydration and association16 and yields a

quantitative description of the temperature dependence of the
hydrophobic hydration entropy.48

An interesting finding reported by Head-Gordon26 shows
that not only the variation of temperature but also of the
interaction lengthσSO gives rise to a change of roles for the
internal energy and entropy. It should be noticed, however,
that in this study26 neither the results for the free energy nor
those for entropy and internal energy correspond with the data
reported by Smith and Haymet,12who did MD-simulations with
one of the parameter sets compared in ref 26. This could be
due to the short sampling of approximately 100 ps reported26

for the internal energy, while Smith and Haymet performed an
averaging on the nanosecond time scale for each solute
separation.
Free Energy vs Second Osmotic Virial Coefficient.Owing

to the lack of a direct experimental characterization of hydro-
phobic association, the second osmotic virial coefficient is the
key quantity for probing pairwise hydrophobic interaction. The
second osmotic virial coefficient is a weighted integral of the
potential of mean force, which is the very quantity characterizing
pairwise hydrophobic association. There is an unequivocal
procedure for the conversion of the free energy of association
into the second osmotic virial coefficient but not in the opposite
direction. A comparison of the total free energy of association
in water, i.e. the sum of water-mediated and direct interactions,
with the free energy of association in the pure gas phase
indicates that waterincreasesthe association tendency of
methane-like particles. Reassessment of the same problem with
a different instrument, viz., the second osmotic virial coefficient
as done by Wood and Thompson,18 yields a different result:
water may weaken the association tendency. These findings
can unambiguously be attributed to the desolvation barrier which
displays a positive free energy in water and does not occur in(47) Grunwald, E.; Steel, C.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1995, 117, 5687.

(48) Garde, S.; Hummer, G.; Garcia, A. E.; Paulaitis, M. E.; Pratt, L. R.
Phys. ReV. Lett.1996, 77, 4966-4968. (49) Berne, B. J.Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A.1996, 93, 8800-8803.

Table 3. Comparison of Second Osmotic Second Virial Coefficients for Methane Respectively Methane-like Solutes Obtained by Simulationb

(a) and Experiment (b)

(a)

simulation temp, K B2, Å3 LJ parameters

this study (aq) 300 -26( 38 (+69( 38) εSO) 0.241 kcal mol-1, σSO) 3.336 Å
350 -103( 34 (-26( 34) (par.set1)
400 -50( 34 (+13( 34) εSS) 0.4(0.1) kcal mol-1, σSS) 3.57 Å
450 +30( 28 (+71( 28)
500 +22( 24 (+50( 24)

this study (gas) 300 -115 (+30) εSS) 0.4(0.1) kcal mol-1, σSS) 3.57 Å
350 -85 (+35)
400 -60 (+40)
450 -45 (+40)
500 -30 (+45)

this study (aq) 300 -10( 40 (+176( 40) εSO) 0.334 kcal mol-1, σSO) 3.2 Å
(par.set2, [43])
εSS) 0.718(0.1) kcal mol-1, σSS) 3.235 Å

this study (gas) 300 -248 (+23) εSS) 0.718(0.1) kcal mol-1, σSS) 3.235 Å
this study (aq) 300 +156( 40 εSO) 0.334 kcal mol-1, σSO) ) 3.2 Å

(par.set2,43)
εSS) 0.2931 kcal mol-1, σSS) 3.73 Å43

this study (gas) 300 -64 εSS) 0.2931 kcal mol-1, σSS) 3.73 Å
results from ref 12 298 -48 εSO) 0.2134 kcal mol-1, σSO) 3.4475 Å

εSS) 0.2931 kcal mol-1, σSS) 3.73 Å38

(b)

experiment temp, K B2, Å3

results from ref 22 298 +10a
-186a

results from ref 9 298 -33
311 -118

a The authors of ref 22 emphasize that the values they obtain forB2 strongly depend on the partial molar volume data of the solute used.b B2 data
in brackets correspond to interaction parameters in brackets. Errors are given as(2σ.
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vacuo. Thus the second osmotic virial coefficient should be
used with care when assessing hydrophobicity. A small positive
virial coefficient does not necessarily indicate a tendency to
solvation instead of association.
Pair vs Bulk Interactions. For a qualitative assessment of

the influence of solvent on the association of hydrophobic
particles a thermodynamic cycle18,44 is used. The central
argument18 is that the transfer of an aggregate ofN hydrophobic
particles from the pure gas phase into an aqueous solution is
more favorable than the transfer ofN separate particles.
Following this reasoning it is by no means obvious why there

should be a qualitative difference between the caseN ) 2 and
large N. It is only the use of the second osmotic virial
coefficient for the characterization of hydrophobicity that gives
rise to an apparent contradiction. Therefore, at present stage
there is no proof for a qualitative difference between hydro-
phobic pair and bulk interactions.
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